
Keep it Cool
Keep it locked in a KitVault Enclosure

It’s no good fitting a DVR if it gets stolen! 
Bolt it down and out of sight with a KitVault
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The CCTV Code of Practice 2008 that forms part of the Data Protection Act states that 
recorded CCTV images must be, “securely stored, where only a limited number of authorised 
persons may have access to them”. The KitVault can be locked and bolted down to 
prevent theft and tampering. The KitVault can also have fans built in to keep your DVR from 
overheating to protect your vital equipment.

KitVault Measurements:
External 
Internal

Keep vital evidence secure from tampering or theft by  
 fitting your DVR into a KitVault lockable enclosure!

The KitVault is designed to house CCTV equipment such as DVRs to keep the equipment not just secure from unauthorised 
tampering by staff and visitors but also from theft of the equipment itself. In addition to the lockable door, the enclosure can be 
bolted to a shelf or desk and wall to prevent removal.

Finished in an attractive silver and graphite finish and built from 1.7mm steel, the enclosure blends easily into commercial 
environments. Fan vents situated on both sides and the rear allow the quick fitting of one or more of the 12V DC fan kits 
available to allow cool air to be circulated around the electronic equipment stored inside it. 

The KitVault houses all the DVRs in our DVR Catalogue as well as most on the market.

	2.1mm DC socket  
 connection.
	Current consumption  
 190mA.
	Recommended PSU    
 Code: POW150

12V Fan Specs:
Fan Options 
for Cooling!

Shopping List
KitVault 
Code: CCT245

Realtime 16ch D1 DVR 
Code: ALIEN366

Wall Plugs 
(See our vast range online)
Cordless Drill 
Code: TOO020

Drill Bit 
(See our vast range online)
Power Supply 
Code: POW150








These “Technical Tips” help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner - they are for advice & 
guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.
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